Retirement is Squishy
As a mid-career doctor, I’ve been doing a lot of thinking
lately about retirement. 100 years ago, retirement basically
didn’t exist. You worked until you couldn’t work any longer
and then your family took care of you for a year or two before
you died. 50 years ago, there was this idea of retirement
where you worked for the company for 30 or 40 years, then one
day you went from full-time to not working at all, you got the
gold watch, and you started golfing every day. These days,
when people hear the word retirement, I think that second
image is what usually pops into their minds.

However, over the last decade or two, the concept of
retirement has become much more amorphous. It means different
things to different people. It is no longer a date, or a day
you go from full-time work to not working at all, or even the
end of work. It’s squishy, and it’s getting squishier all the
time. Let me give you some examples of the ways it has become
squishy.

The New Look of Retirement

Part-time
The first concept to consider in a discussion of “what
retirement is” is the fact that you don’t have to work fulltime for 30-40 years straight before retiring. Especially when
you are a high-income professional, cutting back to 3/4 time
or half time is a very reasonable thing to do. Regular readers
will recall I moved from full-time clinical work to 3/4 time
clinical work (16 shifts to 12 shifts a month) September 2016.
In June 2017, I dropped the overnight shift (10 pm to 6 am,
although I still work until 2 am a few times a month.
[Update 2020: This post was originally written in December
2016. In 2018, I cut my clinical time back further from 3/4
time to 1/2 time. WCI had grown too much to be neglected as
much as I was neglecting it and I had simply run out of hours
in the week. I’m still searching for that elusive balance, but
if I had never cut back on hours there would be no podcast, no
WCI financial boot camp, no online courses, no WCICONs, etc.]
Now, I know many of you work FAR more hours than I ever did as
an emergency doc, but given the high pace of work and the
rotating shifts, full-time in emergency medicine is generally
considered anything more than 15 eight hour shifts or 12
twelve hour shifts a month. So 12 eights is 3/4 time. I knew
it would be nice to cut back, but I had no idea all of the
benefits I would see from doing it in just the last three
months (I wrote this in December.) Here is a list:
I now look forward to going into work
I actually get bored. Not very often, but every now and
then. I hadn’t been bored in years previous to cutting
back.
I can take a week-long trip and not have the rest of the
month feel like it is punishing me for doing it.
I have lost 10 lbs.
I am in far better cardiovascular shape. Working nights
is a cardiac risk factor. I literally feel like I will

live longer for making this change.
I often wake up at 6 or 7 in the morning naturally
energized and ready to take on the day rather than
feeling like I go to Europe once a month.

Your kids won’t be 7
forever, don’t miss
it!

I have the time and energy to help the kids with their
homework, take them to practices/games, and discipline
them.
I am much more organized at home.
Our home is cleaner and less cluttered now that I can
contribute more time toward taking care of it.
I have more time to work on my side business and more
time to travel.
Some work situations, professions, and specialties lend
themselves better to part-time work than others, but most
doctors who are willing to take the hit in income can work
less, especially if they’re creative. This might be a new
parent who wants to spend more time with pre-school children,
or a mid-career doc with kids in “the fun ages” of 5-10. It

might be a parent who needs to be there when the struggling
teenager comes in the door from school. Or perhaps take care
of an aging parent. Maybe it is someone who wants to go back
to school for another degree, explore another career, or
follow an entrepreneurial pursuit. Maybe they’re just feeling
burned out and need to spend more time skiing. Who knows? But
this idea that you have to work full-time for decades before
you can cut back at all is totally false.

Intermittent Careers
Not only can you cut back, but you can stop working altogether
for a period of time. Maybe it is just a one-year sabbatical.
Maybe it is quitting for five years until the kiddo gets into
kindergarten. Maybe it is busting your butt in your 30s,
“retiring” to travel the world in your 40s and then returning
to paid work at 50. Maybe it’s a 1-3 year “mission” in a
foreign country. You don’t have to work full-time and you
don’t have to work every month, year, or even decade.
A doctor going part-time or taking serious time off will have
to deal with the twin issues of licensure and competency.
While you aren’t working, you may have to figure out a way to
maintain licensure, do CME, stay credentialed at a hospital,
maintain board certification, cover tail insurance, etc. That
is difficult in and of itself. But when you combine “showing
people you’re competent” with “actually staying competent”
(and we all know those are two different things), it gets
really tricky.
When I’ve been gone 10 days without working a shift I feel
like I’ve lost a step. I can’t imagine what it is like after a
year. Medicine is something that you practice — it is
difficult, requires continuous education and learning, and is
constantly changing. I have no doubt that doing it
intermittently or only part-time affects your cognitive and
procedural skills. Obviously, getting burned out early doesn’t
do your patients any good either, but you’ve got to strike a

balance there. I think it is particularly dangerous to take
significant time off or go part-time in your first five years
out of training (which is often precisely the time newborns
show up in physician families.)

Second Careers
Practically nobody “goes to the factory” at 18 and stays there
for 50 years anymore. Outside of the professions, the average
worker stays with the same job for just 4.6 years. That’s not
terribly new (it was 3.7 in the 1980s,) but it illustrates the
fact that a career is not just one thing. It might be a long
string of a lot of different things. Some of those might be an
employed situation and there may be other times when you are
self-employed. Maybe your first career is in tech and your
second one in medicine. Perhaps your first career is medicine
and your second one is a rafting guide or some other type of
“encore” career. The better you manage your finances in the
first career, the more options you’ll have in your second one.
But there’s no reason you have to stay in the same job or even
profession for your entire life.
Perhaps your first career is medicine and your second one is a
rafting guide or some other type of “encore” career. The
better you manage your finances in the first career, the more
options you’ll have in your second one. But there’s no reason
you have to stay in the same job or even profession for your
entire life.
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Working In Retirement
In fact, there is nothing that says you have to stop working
at 65 or 70 anyway. Does retirement really have to mean you
stop working for pay at all? I think it’s squishier than that
now. Mr. Money Mustache discovered this when he ran into the

Internet Retirement Police. Some people have even tried to
define the term “retirement.” I think, “Why bother?” It’s just
life and what you do with it. In fact, some very early
retirees are scared to admit they’re not actually working for
pay because others look down on them. They prefer to say
they’re “between jobs” or “a consultant” at least until they
get into their 50s!

Financial Independence is Squishy Too
The Financial Blogosphere has tried to get around this issue
by substituting the term “financially independent” for
“retired.” That helps some, but “financially independent” is
squishy too, as I wrote about previously. You see, if I’m
willing to spend less (about $60K a year, more than the
average household grosses) I’m financially independent now.
But I’m actually spending two or three times that much because
I prefer to and actually enjoy my jobs. In addition, an amount
that makes you financially independent at 65 may not make you
financially independent at 45 (due to lack of Social Security
Income or to impending expenses like college). You don’t have
to be completely financially independent to cut back, take
serious time off, or change careers either.
In conclusion, realize that while it is important to “save for
retirement,” what that retirement actually looks like is

highly variable and personalized and that’s a good thing.
What do you think? Why do you think retirement is such a
squishy term these days? Which of these “retirement-like”
changes have you done or plan to do in your life? Comment
below!

